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“Black Nationalism is the only real solution for Black People in the United States.”

SO BLACK IS BACK

For some of Us, Black never went anywhere.
I didn’t attend the December meeting in Cincinnati.
I’m sure there were some dynamic Brothers and Sisters
there. I can say I’ve been to meetings like that before.
Most of the times, the people who congregate in that
type of setting are good people with good intentions,
but sometimes good people with good intentions fail
to declare what needs to be declared, or attempt to do
what needs to be attempted.
According to information I read, the goal of the discussions and exchanges was “to reach a consensus and
commitment to begin the process of building institutions integrating education, economic empowerment,
political development, community service, communications, technology and spiritual development...” I felt an absence as I read that
because the most important institution
We need was not mentioned. The most
important institution We need is a military, a force that We can use to inflict harm on
those who try to keep Us from developing what We
have the right to develop.
There can be cocker spaniels with good intentions,
and there can be pit bulls with good intentions. In
some situations, cocker spaniels are exactly what the
doctor ordered. In other situations, nothing less than
pit bulls will do.
The situation of Black People in white power America is not one that academics can address adequately.
The situation of Black People in white power America
revolves around one central issue-- SELF DETERMINATION! If Black is Back, some individuals must
have regained the courage to declare that integrating
with white power is not in Black People’s interest. If
Black is Back, some individuals must have regained
the audacity to remind Black People that “by any
means necessary” includes generating the amount of
hell needed to convince white power America that it’s
cheaper for them to relinquish the wealth that belongs

to Us so We can relocate in the part of this land mass
that belongs to Us and govern Ourselves.
If Black People want to accept donations from
Muammar Qaddafi or the Taliban even if displeases
the US government, Black People should be able to.
That is part of what Black is Back should be all about.
If Black People want to establish formal alliances with
revolutionary governments even if displeases the US
government, Black People should be able to. That is
part of what Black is Back should be all about. If Black
leaders launch a campaign instructing Black mothers,
fathers and children to stay out of white America’s
armies and instead put their lives on the line in defense
of a Black Power reality, they should be able to do so.
That is part of what Black is Back should be all about.
Black is Back can not be steered by economic considerations, unless the economics is along the
lines of Castro’s Cuba or Chavez’ Vene
zuela. We shouldn’t want a larger slice
of white America’s blood soaked pie;
that would mean white is still in the
lead. We don’t need Black capitalism,
and We certainly don’t need any Black capitalists. We don’t need anything geared toward gaining
more for Black People within the white American context? Black is Back should mean the white American
context is passé for Us.
Black will not be back until We get the pit bulls in on
the discussions and exchanges.
Someone who attended the meeting said “...some
things got away from where we wanted them to go.” I
wonder what that means?
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